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?v'JLD-LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY IN AiliERICA. THE greater part of the June issue of the National 
Geographic Magazine is occupied by a lavishly 

illustra ted article by the Hon. E. Shiras (who claims, 
we believe, to be the pioneer in 
flashlight photography) entitled 
" One · Season's Game-bag with the 
Camera." The author is convinced 
that photographing big game in 
their na tive wilds is in a fair wav 
to supersede shooting them, al
though we are fain to confess that 
so far as this country is concerned 
we fail to see marked, if any, signs 
of the supposed impending change. 
The suggestion of Mr .. Shiras that 
"one can buy at half the cost [of 
shooting the animals] the skins or 
horns that later may adorn the 
home as a result of the hunting
trip " is most assuredly one that 
will not a ppeal to the present-day 
British sportsman. 

colony, together with individuaJ boobies incubating 
(herewith reproduced), and of ma n-of-war birds on the 
wing as well as of their callow young. It appears 
that the former birds are compelled to protect their 

Apart from all this, the author 
is to be heartily congratulated on 
the pictorial results of the three 
trips upon which the article before 
us is based. These three trips 
comprised one in April to an 
isolated cot·al-rcef in the Bahama 

FIG. 2.-Caribou Stag with Symmetrical Horns. Photographed at a distance of 8 feet. 
.. Natio11al Geographic JJ1agazille. 

From the 

group tenanted by large breeding colonies 9f " man
of-war birds " and " boobies "; a second to 
New Brunswick in .search of moose and deer, 
and later on to Newfouildland for caribou; and 

FIG. 1.-" Boobies,. protecting their young from the sun, and a single bird 
incubating. From the ltlational Geog-rajJil-ic Magazi1tc. 

a third to Florida for brown pelicans and other local 
birds. The majority of the photographs were obtained 
on Kav Verde, as the aforesaid coral-reef is called, 
and compri se some excellent pictures of the booby 
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young from the fierce rays of the sun by brooding 
them with their wings. The photographs of flocks 
of pelicans on the wing come almost as a revelation, 
although in some instances the birds in the fore
ground are unavoidably more or less blurred. The 
picture of something like a thousand young peli
cans dispotting themselves a t the water's edge is 
another calcula ted to make the bird-lover long for a 
glimpse of such a wondrous scene. Mr. Shiras was 
equally successful in "snap-shotting," either by flash
light or in daylight, moose in the forest and caribou 
swimming in the lakes, one of the pictures of the 
latter (Fig. 2) showing most admirably the white 
collar distinctive of full-grown stags. 

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE INDIGO 
QUESTION.' 

A DECADE has elapsed since the chemical fac
tories of Germany began to enter seriously 

into competition with plant indigo, and the gradual 
displacement of the latter by the synthetical product 
has from time to time been recorded in these columns. 
The writer of this notice was invited in 1900 to make 
known in this country the chemical history of this 
new development of applied science, and in a paper 
read before the Society of Arts the following year, 
after describing the various synthetical processes then 
available, attention was directed to the extraordinary 
want of skilled scientific supervision which had, down 
to that period, marked the cultivation of the plant 
and the processes of extraction carried on in India. 
In the year 1902 Mr. Bloxam was appointed to the 
research station of Dalsingh Serai, having associated 
with him Mr. H. M. Leake as biologist a nd Mr. 
R. S. Finlow as assistant chemist. Work was carried 
on in India by this · staff until the spring- of 1904, 
when Messrs. Bloxam and Leake returned to England. 

1 Report to the Government of India, containing an Account of the 
Research Work on Indigo performed in the University of Le-eds, rgos-1· 
By W. Popplewell Bloxam, with the assistance of S. H. Wood, I. (,!. 
Orchardson, R. Gaunt, and F. Thomas; and under the genera l supervision 
of Mr. A. G. Perkin, F.R.S, of the University of Leeds. (Publtshed by 
Order of His Majesty's Secretary of State for India in Council.) 
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The results achieved down to that period were duly 
reported upon, and the report published by the Govern
ment of Bengal in 1905• Mr. Bloxam also gave an 
account of his work to the Chemical Society in 1904, 
and this was published by the Society in the 1905 
volume of its Transac tions. In the summer of 
1905 the Government of India, through the India 
Office, authorised the continuation of the researches 
on indigo by · Mr. Bloxam. The Clothworkers' Re
search Laboratory of the University of Leeds was 
appropriately chosen for the work, and the latter was 
placed under the general superintendence of Mr. 
A. G. P erkin, whose special familiarity with the 
chemistry of natural colo11ring matters is sufficiently 
well known to command hill confidence in any results 
to which his name is . attached. 

So much by way of historical introductiop. The 
report now before. us . is the outcome of the· work 
carried on at Leeds by . Me Bloxarn and his colleagues 
from the summer of . 1905. down to the end of las t 
Year. A careful consideration of the contents of this 
iittle official volume of a bout I 17 pag-es will satisfy 
any impartial reader .who is interested in .the subject 
that · the .India n Government has been well advised 
in the interests of a la nguishing native industry in 
authorising the. continuation of the researches. The 
only ·point · that arises, in fact, from the results so 
far obtained is whether the official authorisation of 
the work has not been prema turely brought to a 
close. The problems that have had to be worked out 
at Leeds are by no means simple-they were sur
munded by experimenta l difficulties, and in spite of 
the very large amount of work carried out by the 
author and his colleagues, there still remain many 
questions of vital importance to the prospects of 
survival of natural indigo to which answers are ur
gently needed. To mention one only-why has it 
not hitherto been found possible to obtain from pure 
indican, the glucoside of indoxyl, a theoretical yield 
of indigotin by enzyme action or by chemica l methods? 
It is probable that, under the conditions of manu
facture, the indoxyl a t the time of liberation, in
stead of condensing wholly to indigotin, gives rise 
to some secondary products (? indirubin and in
digo brown) which, from a tinctorial point of view, 
represent so much loss of valuable material. If this 
secondary reaction could be converted into the indi
gotin condensation it might make an enormous differ
ence in the struggle between natural and synthetic 
indigo. It is satisfactory to Jearn from the report 
that this point will be further investigated a t Leeds. 

The various papers published by Mr. Bloxam and 
his colleagues in the scientific and technical journals 
during the two years specified a re re-printed in the 
present report, so that the case may be regarded as 
now presented in the order of its development. Sec
tion iii. is devoted to a consideration of the results 
of a nalysis of the indigo obtained from the " Mahai " 
of the plant ·grown on the experimental plots at the 
D alsingh Serai Research Station during the season 
1903. It is of interest to read, in connection with 
these results, the follo wi ng passage :-" So to the 
author's extreme regret these expensive and laborious 
experiments result in inability to draw a ny exact 
conclusions as to the influence of the various manures 
-the results being completely obscured by the faulty 
and irregular nature of the 'Mahai '" (p. g8). 

At the outset of his investigations the author de
cided, and we think wisely, that " before being certain 
of the efficiency of the manufacturing process. or of 
being- able to suggest a ny valid improvement of it
two factors were necessary. (a) An accurate process 
for the estimation of the finished product (air-dried 
cake). (b) An accurate knowledge of the amount of 
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colour which could be obtained theoretically from the 
manufacture, i.e. an accurate knowledge of the in
digotin content of the green leaf." This . extract 
furnishes the key to the whole of the subsequent work. 
It is now generally well known that a dependable 
analytical method for estimating indig otin has been 
worked out, and a very satisfactory process devised 
for estimating the indican in indigo-yielding plants. 
It is not necessa ry in these columns to enter into 
controversial points or into the minuti<e of a na lytical 
procedure. The merits of the " tetrasulphonate " 
method a re sufficiently known to those who have used 
it or have seen it applied. Its accuracy is vouched 
for in a n appendix to the present report by many 
well-known chemists who have given independent 
opinions-notably Prof. Norman Collie, Mr. A. C. 
Chapman, Prof. W. H. Perkin, and Prof. A. G. 
Green, As regards the beautiful application of 
.v. Baeyer's synthesis of indirubin from isatin and 
indoxyl, suggested in the first place by Beijerinck as 
a suita ble method for estimating indican, there was 
possibly a loophole for criticism in view of the most 
importa nt fact that this method gives a higher result 
than any other known process for determining the 
quantity of indica n in the leaf. It might have been 
fairly urged tha t in the lea f extract there might be 
contained substances other than indoxyl which, under 
the conditions of the analytical process, combine with 
isatin to give an insoluble compound which comes 
down with the indirubin and so adds to the weight 
of the dry precipitate. The answer to this objection 
is virtually contained in the present report, from 
which it appears that the indirubin obtained in the 
estimations is, as shown by ultimate analysis, a pure 
compound. But in order to get further assurance on 
this vital point, further experiments have, at the 
writer's request, been carried out a t Leeds with the 
extract of the dried leaf of Tephrosia purpurea; in 
which not a trace of indican was f9und by . the isatin 
method, the precipitate obtained being completely 
soluble in alkali. · Special interest . attaches to the 
selection of this plant because it is reputed to be 
indigo-yielding in a living_ state. 

If it be now asked how, after this later work, 
stands the . case for theindigo-planter, it must be con
ceded tha t if the results obtained by Mr. Bloxam and 
,is colleagues are correct-and the . present writer sees 
no reason for doubting their accuracy- there is yet hope 
for a ·considerable amelioration of the manu-facturing
process. The introduction of exact analytical methods 
has enabled the authors of this report to show that 
the older methods have overestimated the indigotin 
content of the · dried " cake ," and have under
estimated the amount of indica n in the leaf. If there 
is considerably more indican in the leaf than is 
accounted for "by the present manufacturing- process, 
there is assuredly for the further investig-a tion 
of this process in the field . . It may be a losing- j!ame; 
the " isati n method" may · indicate results which are 
unrealisable in the factory. But these results are 
surely worth trving- for in view of the enormous im
portance of the · indig-o cultivation to our Indian 
Empire. Even if the whole amount of indican in the 
plant cannot be made to yield the theoretical quan
tity of indig-otin, there is still marg in for such an 
improvement . in the manufacture of olant indigo as 
to enable the latter at least to survive in face of the 
competition from the chemical manufacturers. Nor 
must it be forvotten that the Indian industrv has a 
bioloP"ical a s well as <' chemical side. The question was 
raised bv the writer in roo! whether there mig-ht . not 
be plants suitable for cultivation in India containing
a larP"er quantitv of indiom than those now made 
use of (I. sumatrana and I . arrecta). The answer is 
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contained in the report before us :-"Attention is now 
called to the remarkable specimen of leaf (I. suma
trana) . . . yielding in the air-dried conditibn, on 
analysis by the isatin process, almost twice as much 
indigotin as the best specimen of Java leaf " (p. rog). 

This particular specimen appears to have been 
grmvn in southern India. 

It is, unfortunately, only too notorious that those 
whose interests have been most severely assailed by 
the synthetical product, viz. the planters themselves, 
have assumed an attitude of hostility towards these 
later attempts to place their industry on a scientific 
basis. Thev have been advised, as the result of inde
pendent investigations by their own experts, that their 
present method of manufacture leaves no room for 
improvement. If this be the real state of affairs, then 
it mav safely be asserted that the days of the native 
industry are numbered. The case has been further 
complicated by a most regrettable antagonism of 
parties, and at one period assumed a polemical aspect 
most detrimental to the real cause at issue. That 
cause is, in brief, the survival or extinction of the 
Indian indigo planter. It has transpired in the course 
of the development of the case that the decision 
whether the planters have been doing themselves 
justice as manufacturers has been of necessity thrown 
back upon the accuracy of certain analytical t;Iethods. 
It is on this very point that there has, unhappily, been 
conflict of evidence, and the planters have chosen, 
perhaps not unr;aturally, that verdict <!ppea:ed 
to mitigate the1r past neglect of the sc1entJfic s1de 
of their industry. But if they have been wrongly ad
vised, their advisers have made themselves answer
able to the Indian Government and to the Indian 
nation on the very serious charge of having deliber
atelv brushed aside the one chance of re-establishing 
the ·native industry which might fairly be expected 
to follow from the practical development of the results 
now made known. There are many scientific chemists 
in this country who, with full knowledge of the facts 
of the case, are distinctly of opinion that even a 
partial realisation of these results would enable the 
natural colouring matter to compete successfully with 
its chemical rival. R. MELDOLA. 

THE DUBLIN MEETING OF THE BRITISH 
ASSOCIATION. 

A LL indications point to a successful meeting in 
Dublin this year for the British Association. 

The number of visitors already announced renders it 
very probable that the attendance will largely exceed 
that at the last Dublin meeting in 1878, and will 
compare favourably with many of the more recent 
meetings. 

The list of papers to be read is practically complete, 
and the time allotted to scientific proceedings will be 
fully occupied, as will be seen from the provisional 
progr31nmes of the sections given below. In Irish 
circles great interest is displayed in the discussion on 
the working of the Land Acts and the relation of 
railwavs to the State, problems on which the average 
Irishman is rather more of an expert than the ordinary 
citizen. That Sir Horace Plunkett will preside at the 
agricultural subsection, which deals with co9peration 
and allied matters, is a happy touch. Sir Horace 
founded, in 18g6, the Recess. Committee of Irish Par
liamentarians, a non-political body convened for the 
purpose of gaining information with regard to the 
best methods of cooperative agriculture carried on 
abroad. That body subsequently led to the foundation 
of the Irish Board of Agriculture and Technical In
struction, which took over the whole of the work of 
the Science and Art Department in Ireland and a 
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number of new duties, with the immediate result of 
regaining for the Irish producer much of his pre• 
eminence in the butter and egg market. Sir Horace 
Plunkett was the first vice-president of the new board, 
and although Ireland was considered to be " boarded 
over " already to suffocation, the new off1ce had no 
difficulty in making itself beneficially felt from end to 
end of the country. 

A considerable number of manufacturing establish
ments will be open to the inspection of members who 
visit Dublin. Foremost among these is Guinness's 
great brewery at St. James's Gate, one of the largest 
wmks of the kind in the world. Thes<: works will be 
open daily from II to 3, but the special British 
Association day will be Thursday, September 3· 

The Dublin Corporation will show its electric light 
works daily from ro to 4· These are situated on the 
site of the old Pigeon House Fort, on the south wall 
of Dublin Harbour. They lie right out in the sea, in 
the centre of Dublin Bay, surrounded by the unsur
passable scenery of the Dublin coast. The generating 
station of the Dublin United Tramway Company &t 
Ringsend is also well worth a visit as the first repre
sentative of the three-phase system of traction in the 
United Kingdom. Dublin has every reason to be 
proud of its tramways. 

Small parties of twelve will be admitted to Perry's 
planing and saw mills in Camden Row. I under
stand that ladies will not be encouraged to visit these, 
on account of the dangers threatened by the 
machinery. 

No such restriction applies to Atkinson's poplin 
factbry in Thomas Court, where visitors will be wel
comed on the Tuesday, \Vednesday, and Thursday. 
Poplin is a peculiar mixture of silk and linen, which 
combines most of the advantages of both materials. 
Its manufacture was introduced into Dublin by the 
Huguenot refugees in the eighteenth century, and has 
flourished ever since. Irish poplin is always among 

materials worn at the Royal and Viceregal courts 
on Irish occasions. 

Among the other establishments to be visited are 
Peterson's pipe factory, Jacob's biscuit works, Power's 
distillery, \Vinstanley's boot works, the Alliance gas 
works, and the great railway works of the Great 
Southern and Western Railway at Inchicore. 

The social gatherings are numerous and attractive, 
as befits the gay city on the Liffey. On Wednesday, 
September 2 (the opening day), the Lord Mayor and 
Lady Mayoress will be at home at the pretty Mansion 
House in Dawson Street from 3 to 6 p.m. 

On Thursday, September 3, the Provost and senior 
fellows will give a garden party at Trinity College 
from 3.30 to 6.30 p.m. This will be followed at 
8 p.m. by a conversazione at Leinster House, the 
spacious and historic home of the Royal Dublin 
Society in Kildare Street. Smaller receptions will be 
given on Friday, September 4, by the Dean of St. 
Patrick's at his deanery, by the Irish Astronomer 
Roval at Dunsink Observatory, and by Miss ·white 
at Alexandra College. On the same day, at 2.30, a 
special matinee performance of Irish plays wjll be 
given at the Abbey Theatre (the Irish national 
theatre) of Yeats's Hour Glass and Riders to the Sea, 
and Lady Gregory's comedy Spreading the News. 
These should prove particularly enjoyable to those who 
look for a refreshing native atmosphere. 

Saturday will be largely devoted to excursions, but 
a smaller conversazione will be given in the evening 
bv the Classical Association of Ireland in the hall of 
the Royal College of Physicians. 

For Sunday, September 6, special services will be 
arranged in various churches, and a special sacred 
concert, open to all members, will be given at the 
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